Study of optical parameters of polystyrene spheres in dense aqueous suspensions.
We investigated the dependence of the scattering and absorption coefficients of particles in dense suspensions by the low-coherence fiber optic dynamic light scattering (FODLS) technique. The estimated particle size was used to calculate the scattering coefficient of particles suspended in dense suspensions. The path-length resolved intensity distributions of light backscattered from absorbing dense suspensions were investigated experimentally. The absorption coefficient can be obtained by applying the measured path-length resolved intensity distributions to the modified Lambert-Beer law. As a result, the low-coherence FODLS technique can simultaneously measure the scattering and absorption coefficients of particles in absorbing dense suspensions, and the scattering and absorption coefficients are independent of each other in dense suspensions in the low-scattering regime of 2l(d) < 10ℓ*.